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**Artist Statement**

“Good Grief” is a memorial project that began with the loss of my childhood best friend, Camille Sdao (1998-2019). She was a light.

Grief is a thing that is carried, compartmentalized, expanded, forgotten, and remembered. Grief is nothing and everything at the same time. Grief explodes, lingers, leaves and returns again. Grief is blue. I know this because Louise Bourgeois, Maggie Nelson, Taryn Simon, the Pacific Ocean, my tears, the sky, my mother, and my grandmother have taught me this. Loss means wading in deep waters for a long time and you must build a boat to stay afloat.

Consumed with an obsession to materialize loss, I began to paint, write, weave, and sculpt every memory I could access from this time in my life. Assembling an archive meant there was something to hold. Creating a memorial made a space to remember. I found pictures, videos, letters, emails, stolen lawn furniture, bad dreams, and I began to piece it together. Nothing could be forgotten.

I am petrified of burials. When my grandmother died, I skipped scattering her ashes and chose instead a trip to a museum in her honor. In my mind, as a child, I knew that continuing a life of curiosity and learning meant more to the deceased than seeing a loved one reduced to dust and washed away with the wind. Many contemporary death rituals imply an end to grief, as if it is something that can be buried in the ground and left behind. But those who live with grief know it cannot be settled for eternity by a simple solemn ritual. I discovered Ghanian funerals, with their ornate, decorative coffins, and the Jazz funerals of New Orleans. I studied drive-thru casket viewings, the AIDS quilts, and the ancient Jewish tradition of Shiva. I read bibles and blog posts alike, leaning into the reality that loss exists amongst joy and death exists amongst youth.

When I began this project, my grief felt so incredibly singular that its isolation was all-consuming. I struggled with the question of how to universalize this loss and allow others to project their own missings onto the memorial I had constructed. At this project's completion, we are all immersed in universal grief. As COVID-19 spreads throughout the world, taking lives everywhere it goes, everyone is soaking in blue. Suddenly, my painting of an imaginary graveyard is now an image of Hart Island, where mass graves are being dug to bury the unclaimed bodies in the spring of 2020. The woven banner, reading “I Miss You”, carries an even heavier feeling, as we all are experiencing an absence of something, somewhere. On a drive through Kingston during lockdown, there were children playing in every yard I passed, harkening to the figures in the foreground of my graveyard painting. We are in our homes reasoning with death every day now, yet children still must play. The jubilance of youth and the presence of death do not stand in contrast, but rather in conversation.

The product and process of grief is a lifelong effort. The paintings, sculptures, weavings, and archives presented in *Good Grief* are the first in a series of many obituaries. The original
conception of this project was first imagined for the Fisher Studio Arts galleries, but was ultimately adapted to book form.
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